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Abstract. GameBots is a project started in early 2000s by A. N. Marshall and
G. A. Kaminka. The project aims at providing researchers a real-time virtual
environment testbed for their agents. GameBots utilized environment of Unreal
Tournament first-person shooter game providing several scenarios for the
agents. GameBots project was continued by several research groups resulting in
many interesting applications. In this paper we summarize evolution of the
GameBots project and contributions made since the first appearance. We focus
on Pogamut GameBots branch which has been steadily developed for six years
with many improvements and optimizations.

1 Introduction
The intelligent virtual agents (IVAs) research community grows increasingly
interested in the use of computer games as primary evaluation testbeds. The
advantage of this approach is that contemporary computer games provide ready-made
rich environments with many properties of the real world without exposing
developers to difficulties inherent to robotics. However, the implementation of
interfaces between games and research software is a repetitive, time consuming task
and introduces many caveats.
The GameBots (GB) project [1] aimed at solving this problem regarding a 3D
first-person shooter game. In particular, the original GB provided access to the
environment of the first Unreal Tournament (UT) [2] by TCP/IP text-based protocol.
This allowed the researchers to directly connect agents written in high level languages
to a complex virtual environment.
The 3D engine behind Unreal Tournament called Unreal Engine (UE) was further
developed while keeping the same scripting language (UnrealScript). Thus the GB
code could be ported to its newer versions without any great effort. The UE is used in
the Unreal Tournament series as well as many other popular games.
Since the inception of GB, several research groups built upon the GB codebase,
resulting in multiple quite different platforms for communication with the
environments of various versions of the games and platforms built upon UE.
Currently, there are versions of GameBots for a) the original UT, b) its sequel Unreal
Tournament 2004 (UT 2004), c) its sequel Unreal Tournament 3 (UT 3), d) Unreal
Engine 2 Runtime Demo (UE 2) – a free version of UE and e) Unreal Development
Kit (UDK) – a free version of the latest UE.

The JavaBot project [3] features a Java library for communication with GB,
allowing a user to control agents in UT. JavaBot comes with a relatively simple
application for running and observing the agents. The Rochester Institute of
Technology GameBots project (RIT GB) [4] ported GB to UT 2004. While RIT GB
supported multiple game types, the code was not optimized for performance and did
not cover all of the possible bot actions. USARSim [5] is a robotic simulator built for
UT 2004, UDK and UT 3. The communication protocol is based on the original GB.
USARSim extended UT 2004, UDK and UT 3 by adding multiple robots (Khepera,
Aibo, flying drones, etc.) with complete physics and sensor simulation, e.g., laser,
infra and sonic. To our knowledge, none of the above projects features any IDE for
debugging and only USARSim project is still being actively developed.
The Pogamut project [6] ported and extended GB for UT 2004, UE 2, UT 3 and
UDK, optimizing its performance, adding many more features and building an
extensive Java front-end (a NetBeans plugin).
The rest of this paper discusses the Pogamut GameBots, its advantages, new
features, optimizations and research applications.

2 Pogamut GameBots improvements
A major issue in previous GB implementations was performance. Our experience is
that Unreal Engine in general is slow in concatenating strings and exporting large
amount of textual data. This greatly limited the number of bots that could be run in
parallel. By optimizing the amount of data exported by the engine, we have increased
the number of bots running in parallel from approximately 4 to approximately 10
(depending on actual hardware configuration) measured in UT 2004. In this
comparison, synchronous data containing updates of bots’ sensory information were
exported with the frequency of 4 Hz in both cases. Among the modifications made is
a filtering mechanism preventing the bot to be flooded with hear sound events and we
have also reduced the amount of exported synchronous data (e.g. positions of most
navigation points are static and need to be exported only once).
One of common techniques used in robotics is to detect nearby obstacles by
various kinds of sensors. We have added automatic raycasting for bots in Pogamut
GB. This allows for steering research [7] with Pogamut GB.
To ease the development of IVAs with Pogamut GB we have introduced various
debugging features into the graphical interface of the Unreal Engine for UT 2004,
UT 3, UE 2 and UDK. Those include navigation graph visualization, agent
information visualization (health, field of view, focus, etc.), raycasting visualization
and general game info (Fig. 1).
In order to be able to make scientific comparison between bot and human behavior,
a new type of connection called Observer connection was implemented. The
connection a) enables listening to events triggered by a human player or a bot, and b)
exports all movement and visibility information of the observed entity.
Following the interest in believable IVAs and interactive digital storytelling we
have created a standalone package for UE 2 and UDK consisting of a virtual city and
numerous agent avatars suitable for non-violent everyday life scenarios [8]. We also

introduced a simple communication model driven by displaying comic-like balloons
with icons. This package is freely distributed at our site1 for research and educational
purposes.
To develop a human-like bot for the BotPrize competition [9] Pogamut GB were
extended to better interact with moving projectiles and to allow the bots to double
jump and dodge-jump. This allows for complex human-like movement in the
environment that (to our knowledge) no other GB version is capable of.

Fig. 1. Debugging features of Pogamut GB include navigation points and navigation grid
visualization, raycasting visualization, bot health, armor and field of view visualization, general
game information, etc. The screenshot is from UT 2004.

3 Conclusions
According to Google Scholar the use of Pogamut GB branch has been reported in
nearly 100 published papers (23 by our group), including [7, 10, 11]. We believe this
is a strong proof of versatility of the Pogamut GB for IVA research in general and
also of their quality, stability and comprehensive documentation. While Pogamut GB
are a standalone project (and are used as such), one of their main strength is the tight
integration with the Pogamut platform [6], which introduces many higher level
agent-oriented features on top of Pogamut GB. Porting Pogamut GB to newer
versions of Unreal Engine brings opportunities to combine research with cutting-edge
1

http://pogamut.cuni.cz/main/tiki-index.php?page=Download

entertainment computing technologies. The many new features ease the IVA
development process and widen the usability spectrum to further research topics.
In general, Pogamut GB opens complex and challenging environments for IVAs
research while letting the researchers focus on the implementation of the actual agent
logic instead of the technical details.
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